Corner Key Doweling Jig Instructions
Effective January 2020

Review full instructions prior to use for important safety information.
Always check Rockler.com to confirm that you are using the most recent
version of instructions for your product.

GENERAL SAFETY WARNINGS
This product is designed only for specific applications as defined in the instructions and
should not be modified or used for any manner not described in these instructions. Use only
recommended accessories. Before using the Corner Key Doweling Jig: READ, UNDERSTAND
and FOLLOW ALL INSTRUCTIONS AND SAFETY WARNINGS. KEEP THESE
INSTRUCTIONS READILY AVAILABLE FOR FUTURE REFERENCE.
> Always confirm that you are using the most
recent version of the Instructions and safety
warnings for your product (see the
Instructions link on the product
page at Rockler.com).
> Before using another tool with this product,
always read, understand and follow the
instructions and safety warnings in the
owner’s manual for that tool. If you do not
have the owner’s manual, obtain one from
the tool’s manufacturer before using it with
this product.
> Before using any chemical with this
product, always read, understand and
follow all safety warnings and guidelines
in the manufacturer’s Safety Data
Sheet (SDS; formerly called “MSDS”),
especially regarding:
• How to safely use the chemical,
		 including potential hazards and
		 recommended first aid measures;
• Personal safety equipment required
		 to safely use the chemical (e.g. gloves,
		 eye protection, mask/respirator, etc.);
• Proper and safe handling, storage
		 and disposal of the chemical.
> Before using this product, review and verify
that all tools to be used with it have safety
equipment installed and are in proper
working order as defined by the tool’s
owner’s manual.
> Do not use this product until you have read
and are confident you understand:
• Product Specific Warnings (p. 3);
• Parts List (p. 4);
• Assembly (p. 5);
• Initial Setup and Calibration
		 on Test Box (pp. 6 - 9);
• Using the Jig (pp.9 - 11);
• Creating Decorative
		 Patterns of Holes (p. 11).
> The user assumes all risk and responsibility
for the proper and safe use of this product
and for ensuring product suitability for the
intended application.
> It is the sole responsibility of the purchaser
of this product to ensure that any anyone
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you allow to use this product reads and
complies with all instructions and safety
precautions outlined in this manual
prior to use.
> Follow all standard shop safety
practices, including:
• Keep children and bystanders away
		 from the tool operating area;
• Do NOT use power tools in explosive
		 environments, or in the presence of
		 flammable liquids, fumes or dust;
• TURN OFF AND UNPLUG all power
		tools BEFORE making any adjustments
		 or changing accessories;
• Remain alert and use good judgment.
		 Do not use this product if you are in any
		 way impaired by medications, alcohol,
		 drugs or fatigue;
• Keep your work area well lit and clean;
• Dress appropriately. Secure loose
		 clothing, remove all jewelry and tie
		 up long hair before using this product;
• ALWAYS wear safety glasses, hearing
		 protection and respiratory protection
		 that complies with NIOSH/OSHA/ANSI
		 safety standards;
• Use dust collection tools and dust face
		 masks to reduce exposure to dust;
• Use safety equipment such as
		 featherboards, push sticks and push
		 blocks, etc., when appropriate;
• Maintain proper footing at all times
		 and do not overreach;
• Do NOT force woodworking tools.
> These warnings and instructions do
NOT represent the total of all information
available regarding tool safety, use and
technique. Always seek out opportunities
to learn more and improve your skills
and knowledge.
			
Drilling, sawing, sanding
or machining wood products can expose
you to wood dust, a substance known to
the State of California to cause cancer.
Avoid inhaling wood dust or use a dust
mask or other safeguards for personal
protection. For more information go to
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov/wood.
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SAFETY WARNING KEY
Danger indicates a hazardous situation that, if not avoided, will result
in death or serious injury.
Warning indicates a hazardous situation that, if not avoided, could
result in death or serious injury.
Caution indicates a hazardous situation that, if not avoided, may result
in minor or moderate injury or property damage.
Notice indicates important or helpful information and/or user tips.

PRODUCT SPECIFIC SAFETY WARNINGS

> To avoid serious injury, keep hands and fingers away from the
Clamping Block (1) and spinning bit during drilling operations.
Maintain awareness of the bit at all times when drilling.

> You must secure the jig to your project
with clamps on both the Clamping
Block (1) and the Drilling Plate (2) before
drilling. Failure to do so could result in
unexpected shifting of the project during
drilling, which could cause personal
injury or damage to the project.

> Depending on the size of your project,
you might need to secure it to your work
surface with clamps or other means to
maintain control and avoid unexpected
shifting of the project during drilling,
which could cause personal injury
or damage to the project.

> Setting the jig to drill the holes too close
to the edge of the miter joint could lead
to blowout and damage to the workpiece,
as well as a reduction in the strength
added to the joint by the dowels. This
distance will vary depending on the size
of bit and thickness of material, so test
drilling is strongly recommended.

> The Guide Bushing MUST match the bit
size. Use of a smaller bit with a larger
bushing will result in damage to
your workpiece.
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User-provided
1/2" thick MDF
backer board
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PARTS LIST
1 Clamping Block
2 Drilling Plate
3 5/16"-18 x 11⁄4" Hex Head Bolt
4 5/16"-18 Easy-to-Grip
1" Round Knob
5 Locking Key
4

Quantity
1
1

1
1
1

Quantity
6
7
8
9
10

1/8" Drill Guide Bushing
1/4" Drill Guide Bushing
3/8" Drill Guide Bushing
#8 x 3/4" Screws
Washer

1
1
1
2
1

Assembly
Before using the jig, you must attach a 1/2"
thick MDF backer board to the front face of
the Clamping Block (1) section of the jig. It
is recommended that you make a dedicated
backer board for each of the three drilling
diameters and switch the backer boards
whenever you switch Guide Bushings. At a
minimum, for each drilling diameter, you must
unscrew the backer board, shift it slightly side
to side to an undrilled section and reattach it
to the Clamping Block. Drill the zero-clearance
hole in the Clamping Block backer board
before using the jig on your final workpiece.
1. Attach the Clamping Block section of the
jig (1) to the Drilling Plate (2) with the
5/16"-18 x 11⁄4" Hex Head Bolt (3) and
1" Round Knob (4).

2. Create a backer board for the Clamping
Block (1) by cutting a 1/2" thick piece of
MDF (not included) to 6" x 23⁄4". This piece
serves two purposes: It allows you to use
the workpiece thickness reference marks
on the side of the jig for quick initial setup,
and it provides zero-clearance support to
the drill bit as it exits the workpiece,
reducing the likelihood of tear-out.
3. Use the included #8 x 3/4" Screws (9) to
secure the backer board to the front face of
the Clamping Block (1), making sure that
the top edges are flush. Fig. 1.

Fig. 1
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Initial Setup and
Calibration on Test Box
THESE WARNINGS PERTAIN
TO ALL REMAINING STEPS:

Fig. 2

> To avoid serious
injury, keep hands
and fingers away
from the Clamping
Block (1) and
spinning bit during
drilling operations.
Maintain awareness of the bit
at all times when drilling.

> Depending on the size of your
project, you might need to
secure it to your work surface
with clamps or other means to
maintain control and avoid
unexpected shifting of the
project during drilling, which
could cause personal injury
or damage to the project.

Fig. 3

> Do NOT set the jig to drill the
holes too close to the edge of the
miter joint. This could lead to
blowout and damage to the
workpiece, as well as a reduction
in the strength added to the joint
by the dowels. This distance will
vary depending on the size of bit
and thickness of material, so test
drilling is strongly recommended.

Use only on 45° miter
joints made with material that is at least
1/4" thick.

Fig. 4
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To properly set up the Corner Key Doweling
Jig, it is strongly recommended that you build
a test box – or, at a minimum, a test miter

joint – with material that’s the same thickness
as you used on your final box. This will enable
you to drill test holes to help you achieve the
desired positioning and spacing.
1. Loosen the 1" Round Knob (4) and adjust
the Drilling Plate (2) until the reference
mark matching your workpiece’s thickness
aligns with the forward edge of the MDF
backer board. Fig. 2. Typically, you want
to set the jig up so that the hole will be
drilled through the center of the miter joint
as you look at it along the edge. You might
need to fine-tune this setting after drilling
test holes to get the precise positioning
you want. (The notches on the left side of
the Drilling Plate are spaced 1/16" apart to
serve as a reference.) Fig. 3.

Fig. 5

2. On your test miter corner, use an engineer’s
or combination square to mark a straight
line at least 51⁄2" long, perpendicular to the
mitered corner. Fig. 4.
You must secure the
jig to your project with clamps on both
the Clamping Block (1) and the Drilling
Plate (2) before drilling. Failure to do so
could result in unexpected shifting of the
project during drilling, which could cause
personal injury or damage to the project.

We recommend
Auto-Adjust Jig Clamps (57749 and
57987, sold separately) for quick, easy
clamping of the jig to your workpiece.

Fig. 6

3. Set the jig tight against the mitered corner
so that the notch in the front of the Drilling
Plate (2) perfectly aligns with the mark
on the test piece. Fig. 5. Carefully clamp
the jig in place, using the clamping areas on
the Clamping Block and Main Plate. Fig. 6.
4. Slightly loosen the screws holding the
acrylic hairline indicator in place and adjust
the indicator so that it aligns perfectly with
the mark on the test piece. Tighten the
screws. Fig. 7.

Fig. 7
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The Guide Bushing
MUST match the bit size. Use of a
smaller bit with a larger bushing will
result in damage to your workpiece.
5. If the Guide Bushing for the diameter of
dowel you want to use isn’t already installed
in the Drilling Plate (2), lift up and remove
the Locking Key (5) and then slide the
Guide Bushing out by pulling it upward at
an angle. Install the desired Guide Bushing
and secure it by pressing the Locking Key
back into place. Fig. 8.

Fig. 8

To help avoid
tear-out, Do NOT use brad-point bits
with this jig. Use twist bits or split-point
bits. Rockler recommends Premium
Extended-Length Bits for use with this
jig: 1/8" (68329), 1/4" (63837) and
3/8" (67434) diameters. All are
sold separately.
6. Chuck the appropriately sized bit in your
handheld drill and hold it across the miter
joint at the edge of your box, roughly as
it will be positioned when in the Guide
Bushing. Place a stop collar or piece of tape
on the drill bit as a depth guide to make
sure that bit won’t extend beyond the
back of the Clamping Block (1) when
you drill. Fig. 9.

Fig. 9

To minimize tear-out
and achieve better results, start the drill
and bring it to full speed once you’ve
inserted the tip of the drill bit partway into
the guide bushing, but before it contacts
the workpiece.
Don’t try to drill all the way through at
once; drill partway, back the bit out to
clear the chips, and then drill some more,
repeating the process until you’ve drilled
all the way through. Do not force the bit;
let the drill do the work.
7. Insert the bit into the Guide Bushing, start
the drill and bring it to full speed before
contacting the workpiece; then slowly drill
the hole through the workpiece and into the
backer board, stopping when your depth
guide reaches the bushing.

Fig. 10
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8. Unclamp and remove the jig to check the
positioning of the holes. Make adjustments
as needed.

Using the Jig
THESE WARNINGS PERTAIN
TO ALL REMAINING STEPS:

> To avoid serious
injury, keep hands
and fingers away
from the Clamping
Block (1) and
spinning bit during
drilling operations.
Maintain awareness of the bit
at all times when drilling.

> Depending on the size of your
project, you might need to
secure it to your work surface
with clamps or other means to
maintain control and avoid
unexpected shifting of the
project during drilling, which
could cause personal injury
or damage to the project.

Use only on 45° miter
joints made with material that is at least
1/4" thick.
1. Lay out the locations of the corner
key holes to be drilled on your final
workpiece, marking each with a 4" long
line perpendicular to the miter joint. These
marks will allow you to position the jig by
using the hairline indicator. Fig. 10.

Fig. 11
2. On the jig, install the correct Guide
Bushing (6, 7 or 8) and MDF backer
block for the diameter of holes you will be
drilling. Make sure the Guide Bushing is
secured by pressing the Locking Key (5)
in place.
You must secure the
jig to your project with clamps on both
the Clamping Block (1) and the Drilling
Plate (2) before drilling. Failure to do so
could result in unexpected shifting of the
project during drilling, which could cause
personal injury or damage to the project.

We recommend
Auto-Adjust Jig Clamps (57749 and
57987, sold separately) for quick, easy
clamping of the jig to your workpiece.
3. Set the jig on your workpiece, tight against
the mitered corner so that the hairline
indicator on the Drilling Plate (2) aligns
with the first hole-location mark. Carefully
clamp the jig in place. Fig. 11.
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Fig. 12
To help avoid
tear-out, Do NOT use brad-point bits
with this jig. Use twist bits or split-point
bits. Rockler recommends Premium
Extended-Length Bits for use with this
jig: 1/8" (68329), 1/4" (63837) and
3/8" (67434) diameters. All are
sold separately.
4. Chuck the appropriately sized bit in your
handheld drill and hold it across the miter
joint at the edge of your box, roughly as
it will be positioned when in the Guide
Bushing. Place a stop collar or piece of
tape on the drill bit as a depth guide to
make sure that bit won’t extend beyond
the back of the Clamping Block (1)
when you drill.
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To minimize tear-out
and achieve better results, start the drill
and bring it to full speed once you’ve
inserted the tip of the drill bit partway into
the guide bushing, but before it contacts
the workpiece.
Don’t try to drill all the way through at
once; drill partway, back the bit out to
clear the chips, and then drill some more,
repeating the process until you’ve drilled
all the way through. Do not force the bit;
let the drill do the work.
5. Insert the bit into the Guide Bushing,
start the drill and bring it to full speed
before contacting the workpiece; then

Fig. 13
slowly drill the hole through the workpiece
and into the backer board, stopping when
your depth guide reaches the bushing.
Fig. 12.
6. Unclamp, reposition and clamp the jig at
the next hole location, repeating Steps 3-5
until all holes are drilled.

Creating Decorative Patterns of Holes
By using different diameters of dowels and
varying the hole setback from the mitered
corner, it’s possible to create a virtually
limitless array of patterns that add unique
decorative touches to your boxes. Fig. 13.

To create such patterns, decide what size
dowels you want to use, as well as the
spacing, setback and arrangement for all
holes. Carefully lay out the hole locations on
your box. Drill the holes in groups organized
according to size of hole and common setback.
Check Rockler.com for updates. If you have further
questions, please contact our Technical Support
Department at 1-800-260-9663 or
support@rockler.com
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